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First-Ever Evidence That Mosquitoes Can BeFirst-Ever Evidence That Mosquitoes Can Be
TrainedTrained
Disease-carrying mosquitoes can learn to associate near-death experiences with scent and will stay
away after an attempted swat.
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A mosquito takes a blood meal. 
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By Michelle Z. Donahue
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The next time you spot a mosquito alighting on your arm for a sip,

definitely take aim. Even if you miss, there’s a good chance the pest won’t

target you next time.

It turns out that by slapping at a mosquito about to bite, the insect

learns to associate that near-death encounter with your personal scent and

avoid you in the future. The work, appearing this week in Current Biology,

marks the first time anyone has shown that mosquitoes are capable of

learning and remembering.

“They’re essentially Pavlov's mosquitoes,” says University of

Washington neuroecologist Jeff Riffell, referring to the famous experiment

that conditioned dogs to salivate on cue. Like those canines of science lore,

Riffell used classical conditioning to test whether his insect subjects could

learn to associate a negative stimulus with a scent.

Mosquitoes are drawn to certain odors wafted by tasty targets,

including humans. While bathed in a highly attractive human scent, Aedes

aegypti mosquitoes were exposed to a 20-minute session of little bite-

disturbing vibrations, similar in intensity to the reverberations that travel up

an arm after a slap.

Riffell’s team found that these mosquitoes then avoided that scent for

more than 24 hours afterward—an effect as powerful as an application of

over-the-counter repellent sprays made with DEET. (Related: Are mosquitoes
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necessary?)

Because learned associations are linked to the brain chemical

dopamine, Riffell and his team tested the effect again, but this time on

mosquitoes whose dopamine channels had been disabled. Sure enough, that

group of insects wasn’t able to learn that a particular scent meant danger, and

they dived right back in.

“That learning ability makes them incredibly flexible,” Riffell says. “It

means they can learn associations about who is more defensive and who isn’t,

and if we can prevent that, they’ll never learn and can be swatted away way

more effectively.”

F I G H T I N G  T H E  B I T E

Aedes aegypti is the mosquito species known for carrying yellow fever

and is a vector for several other serious human maladies, including dengue

fever, chikungunya, and the Zika virus. The dopamine-learning discovery

opens new avenues of research for developing insecticides or repellents.
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The scientists tested mosquitoes in the lab to see how they reacted to scents

after being exposed to vibrations akin to swatting. 

P H O T O G R A P H  C O U R T E S Y  O F  K I L E Y  R I F F E L L

“Memories are an important thing, and it was completely out of the

picture in mosquito research,” says Walter Leal, a chemical ecologist at the

University of California Davis who also studies human-mosquito interactions.

“Now that we know that some compounds trigger this memory of

avoidance, one could possibly use a formulation that not only includes an

active repellent, like DEET, but also includes some compound that would

trigger the memory of avoidance,” Leal says.

“We’ve been using all these single-compound repellants like DEET for

more than 60 years now, and we need to move on.” (Find out how mosquitoes

might meet their end—thanks to Marlon Brando.)

But the mosquito species in question may only be able to learn

associations with chemicals related to their main host species. The

mosquitoes that transmit West Nile, for instance, feed primarily on birds but

will switch to humans when their preferred meal is unavailable. So far, Riffell
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says, they haven’t shown an ability to learn to avoid humans in the same way

that A. aegypti does.

“We can’t get them to learn, so something’s going on there,” Riffell

notes.

That’s not so surprising, says Leal: “Just like people, there are many

things you can’t smell, and many you just ignore. Mosquitoes also don’t have

receptors for everything.”

Scientists will need to keep investigating the role of learning and smell

in mosquito behavior before developing any new repellants. In the meantime,

Riffell advises everyone to simply keep on moving: “If you’re at a field

barbecue and you’re swatting mosquitos, they’ll learn you. Dance, be active!

The mosquitoes will go to someone else.”
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On Island of the Colorblind, Paradise Has a.. .On Island of the Colorblind, Paradise Has a.. .

An island in the Pacific has a unique genetic history that affects how it understands...
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How NASA Plans to Send Humans Back to the MoonHow NASA Plans to Send Humans Back to the Moon

The U.S. space agency is rigorously testing its Orion spacecraft in hopes of...
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See the Birds We've Lost to Extinction—and.. .See the Birds We've Lost to Extinction—and.. .

Some 200 bird species are already extinct—and today even more are critically...
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Fish Skin Bandages Help Burned Bears.. .Fish Skin Bandages Help Burned Bears.. .

After receiving grafts of tilapia skin, two bears and a cougar rescued from California's...
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Dragon Mantis Captured in Extremely Rare.. .Dragon Mantis Captured in Extremely Rare.. .

The elusive leafy-looking insect, a master of disguise, was recently spotted in...

Oldest Human Fossil  Outside Africa DiscoveredOldest Human Fossil  Outside Africa Discovered

Part of an upper jaw found in Israel reveals that our species began making forays out of...
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Eastern Cougars Declared Extinct—But That Might.. .Eastern Cougars Declared Extinct—But That Might.. .

The elusive big cats vanished from the northeastern U.S. nearly 100 years ago, but...

First-Ever Evidence That Mosquitoes Can Be TrainedFirst-Ever Evidence That Mosquitoes Can Be Trained

Disease-carrying mosquitoes can learn to associate near-death experiences with scent...
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More Than 1,000 Rhinos Poached in South Africa Last. . .More Than 1,000 Rhinos Poached in South Africa Last. . .

Although poaching is down in Kruger National Park, the former hot spot, the overall...
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Part of Australia Sits on an Ancient Piece of North.. .Part of Australia Sits on an Ancient Piece of North.. .

A surprising new geologic finding provides insight into how today's continents...

3,000-Year-Old Colossal Pharaoh Statue Moved to.. .3,000-Year-Old Colossal Pharaoh Statue Moved to.. .

83-ton statue of Ramses II, ancient Egypt's greatest ruler, arrives at the Grand...
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For These New Yorkers, Pigeons Aren't a.. .For These New Yorkers, Pigeons Aren't a.. .

Photographer Charlie Hamilton James takes an inside look at a community...
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The Falkland Islands Preserve Wildlife and.. .The Falkland Islands Preserve Wildlife and.. .

The isolated Falklands, best known for sheep and a brief war, offer a living lesson in...

M A G A Z I N E

Here’s What Our Cities Could Look Like in 2121Here’s What Our Cities Could Look Like in 2121

A professor imagines an eco-conscious world where ‘things can change for the better.’
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M A G A Z I N E

This Technology Could Transform Life in CitiesThis Technology Could Transform Life in Cities

Using lidar to show us each street crack can help urban design improve quality of life.
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How ‘Dubaization’ Transformed SkylinesHow ‘Dubaization’ Transformed Skylines

Idiosyncrasies abound in nations rich in resources but poor in traditional...

'Sasha' The Woolly Baby Rhino Brought to Life'Sasha' The Woolly Baby Rhino Brought to Life

Named "Sasha," the remains were first found in 2015, but only recently brought back...
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Oil Tanker Spil l  Of f China May Have Lasting.. .Oil  Tanker Spil l  Of f China May Have Lasting.. .

The type of oil that was spilled into the East China Sea is unlike other major oil spills...
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The Last Ship to Bring Slaves to the U.S. May Have.. .The Last Ship to Bring Slaves to the U.S. May Have.. .

In 1860, slave smugglers burned the ship to hide their crime, and since then, the...

Rare Fish With 'Hands' Spotted in TasmaniaRare Fish With 'Hands' Spotted in Tasmania

The find could as much as double the area's currently known population.
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Monkey Clones Created in the Lab. Now What?Monkey Clones Created in the Lab. Now What?

In a controversial milestone, researchers have cloned a pair of macaques using a method...
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Our Favorite Pictures of Birds Around the GlobeOur Favorite Pictures of Birds Around the Globe

From vibrant feathers to vast wingspans, see striking photos that show the beauty of birds.
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How Wildlife Tourism Can Benefit Mexico's. . .How Wildlife Tourism Can Benefit Mexico's. . .

A new web video series, Perpetual Planet, takes viewers on an adventure...
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Climate Change Reveals Glacial Archaeology.. .Climate Change Reveals Glacial Archaeology.. .

While some archaeologists dig with trowels and shovels, others use a warming planet...
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